LSERSA 2020 Committee Meeting
04.02.21
Via Google Meet
Attendees:

Zena Huelin
Paul Collier
Lindsay Ayton
Andy Atkinson
John Ali
Nigel Hilliard
Dom Wakling
Marna Wakling
Jim Gibb
Paul Richmond
Sarah Richmond
Justin Townsend
Rebecca Hobby

Apologies: Jules Golby / Natasha Toms / Terry Everest / Evie Ayton
Previous Minutes:
NH con rmed that Welwyn slope had still not provided an invoice from 2019
Previous minutes were approved.
SSE Update
ZH advised that guidance had been issued on the return to training
Regional Welfare O cer
MW con rmed that she had not been advised of any issues and she had renewed her CWO
training.
MW and EA are to touch base to discuss younger racers - Action MW
At races an A4 laminated poster with EA’s and MW’s photos/details will be displayed as a crib
sheet advising who racers can approach should they have any issues - Action MW
Regional Training
AA advised that we are awaiting restrictions to be lifted
Sponsorship/Marketing
SR/PR requested wish list from race committee as to equipment required in order to do targeted
fundraising - Action JA
Agreed that approaching sponsors needs to be put on hold for the time being
SR to investigate government funding - Action SR
PR con rmed that the LSERSA Instagram account is now set up - PR/EA to post and increase
posts once training and racing resume
SR to touch base with current sponsors to update them as to LSERSA’s proposed actions for the
year - Action SR
Race Committee
Meeting 25th March and will provide an update post meeting - Action JA
Races are booked but awaiting more guidance from SSE
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Schools
DM wants to book London Schools, however it was agreed that this can’t be booked until further
guidance on races was received.

AOB
Website - DW to review and update website
Regional training requires 6 racers to breakeven
Level 1 course - clubs to ask who would be interested in completing this and feedback numbers
to JA. JA to review to see if LSERSA should run the course and will contact Andrew Holt if we
require the course. Action - Clubs and JA

Next Meeting
TBC

